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parameters for power 
and other devices that 

APPLICABILITY: Mandatory for all rle .. computer produots marketed bl 
Digital that use any of the follo .. ing types of equipment 
and components requiring ac po .. er: Po .. er supplies; po .. ~r 
control equipment; rotating equipment sUCh as blowers, 
fans, and motors; distributio'l components such as ac power 
cables, line filters, contactors, circuit breakers, and 
connectors. 
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This seetion describes the methods to be used when measur-ing Ole power
par-allleter:!! of Digital hardware products ilnd systems that require 
i1'l't;erfacing with ac power sou!"ces. Characteristics of 'IIe<lsuring 
devices are given, as well as suggested inst!"umenl;.s that are avaIlable 
and suitable for use. 

1.1 PURPOSE 

The purpose of this secti~n is t~ assur'e unifo .... lt.y ~f t.estlng met:lods 
among the product engineer'i:lg design groups and t.est gr-oups, and to 
achieve an aceeptable level of accuracy. Some of the results obtained 
using test methods specified here~n may be used by Digital employees 
to f".llfill requirements of the ae power specifications (subhead II) of 
DEC STD 009 Section 1. 

As with any measurements taken !"equiring accuracy, eer'taln general 
guidelines must be adhered to for re11;:;ble and repeatable results. 

Use instruments at 250 C !. 5 0 C. 

Ascertain that the instr'u:rIent is within the calibration period 
and that the calioration i" done against standards tr'aceable 
to National Bureau of Standards. 

Apply correction factcrs after determining the amount of 
instrument error. 

Do not use average sensi~.g instruments for measuring power 
parameters covered in this section. Data taken with these 
types of instrUlllents will not be considered valid. 

Always cheek the test eir'cuit and hook-up t.o assure 
eonneetions ar'e correct, properly torqued, and safe. 

Measurements must be Permanently recorded in the DEC 
Engineering Notebook, Signed and dated by the gerson 
'>onducting the tests. In addition, test schematie3, te3t 

Jnditions, wire .11zes and lengths, t.he model, sertal number', 
and ealibration informatior; of mea:3urlng instruments u3eJ, and 
all other' pertinent information that may affect test data 
3hall be reeorded. 

1.2 RESPONSIBILITIES 

It is the responsibility of hardware design engineer3 to use the 
methods described in tht3 section when conducting tests where the data 
is used to determine compliance to engineering specirications. 
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Unless otherwise specified i:1 the product specific<lti:>'l, input 
vol tages to eq<lipment are t" ce :neasured at the plug en~ "f the 
equipment·s power cord. In a:1 cases, when 'lIeasuring a:: J"~ta~e, a 
'IIeter that indicates true r:lls v3lues shall be used. ,\ measurement 
accuracy within 2$ is requIred when conducting tests .. her-I! the data IS 
used to determine c"mpllance to 'Hli;ineering speclficati.)ns. 

2.1 METER CHARACTERISTICS (def1ned in DEC STD 122) 

Meter accuracy: ... 0.5% or bet te.-, over the f"equenc1 ~3:1ge :>f ~I} Hz: to 
2500 Hz -
Crest Factor: 2:1 at specif1e:! :nput range. 

2.2 SUGGESTED TRUE RMS METERS 

a. flUKe Model 3520A 
b. 'lokogawa MOdel 2'504 

'lokogawa Model 2505 
d. Analogi~ Model ?I_4451 

RFL ~odel 62'1 
f. RFL MOdel 636 
c;. Magt.-ol Model 4612 
h. Weston (Sohrtron) Model 1150 

The ac current will be measured in all phase conductors of ~he 
equipment's input power cord. In :!\ultiphase equipfllent. where the 
neutral is ust!d, the neutral current Shall also be measured. A 
measurement accuracy with"'n 2'1 is required when conducting tests where 
the data is used to determine c:)tnp:"iance with en~ineer1ng 
specifications. 

Current tran:!:formers prOvide isolOition from the line voltage and are 
the recommended metho<i to be used. 

If 1'10 internal ter'llination is provided by the current trOll'lsf:)rmer 
device, its secondary shall be properly terminated with a standarc: 
burden, as specified by the National Bureau of StandOirds. 

If a currer.t shunt is used as the transfor!!ler burden. the calibrati<li'l 
f,ctor must b ... determined. For eXample, if a 5 A. 50 fIIV Shunt is used 
with a current transformer w1th a ratiO of 6:1 (30 A primary, '5 A 
secondary) curr-ent, the ca,l1bratlon faetor 1s 0.6 A per mV. 
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CJ..UTIOIf 

When the current transformer is connected 
in an energh.ed circuit Bnd an el(ternal 
burden is used, such 8S an ammeter, 
current shunt, or burden resistor, NEVER 
OPEN THE SECONDARY because high induced 
voltages are generate<l. 

A current transformer that is internally terminated, 

Pase 1-1 

Pearson Model 110A, can be d1.sconnected fron' the measuring '.nstrument 
without causing high induce<..i voltages. 

3.1 CURREn TRANSFORMER CHAil:ACTERISTICS 

The current transformer used shall provide :!. 0.5' accuracy over the 
frequency range of 110 Hi: to 2500 Hi:. 

3.2 SUGGESTED CURRENT TRANSFORMERS 

Pearson Current. Transformer Model 11 OA 
Current transformer calibration factor 
(internally_terminated) • 

Mote 

The output receptacle of the current 
transformer is calibrated to match the 
oscilloscope or true rms voltmeter load. 

Yokogawa 22111 Current Transformer 

Weston Model 1>61 Type 2 

3.3 METER CHARACTERISTICS 

0.01 A/mV 

~~;~r H:ccurBCY: !: 0.51 or better, over the frequency range of 110 Hi: to 

Crest Factor: 3:1 at specified inpu't range. 

3.q SUGGESTED TiWE RMS METER 

a. Yokogawa Model 2504 
b. Yokogawa Model 2505 
c. RFL Model 620 

d. RFL Model 636 
Hagtrol Model q612 
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PEAK VALUE, VOLTAGE. AIfD CURREIfT 

The peak value may be obtained from 11 peak I"'ead ing meter 01'" 
oscillosco~e that will assure the desired accuracy. 'ln accuracy 
within 5' is considered acceptable for peak value measurements. 

".1 CHARACTERISTICS OF PEAK_READIIfG INSTRUMENTS 

Functian: Measures and holds peak ampli-.::.ude of repetitive pul.ses. 

Response: 40 to 2500 Hz 

4.2 SUGGESTED PEAK_REUIIfG IIfSTRUMEMTS 

Micro Instrument Co., Model 5203B (digital peak_l"'eading memory 
valtmeter) 

Tektronilt 7854 Oscilloscope 

Nicolet Explorer III Oscilloscope 

Crest fao1:;ar shall be determined :far both the veltage and current by 
dividing the peak value by the rills value. 

POWER (/ . .r-

Power may be measUl"'ed with an electl"'adynaillemeter or digital wattmeter. 
As with any instl"'ument, care must be taken not ta exceed the voltage 
and OUl"'l"'ent ratings, as well as the voltage and cl,.l"'rent crest factors 
and peak limitatiens. 

A measurement accuracy within 5' 1s requil"'ed when conduoting tests 
where the data is used to determine complianoe te engine'!ring 
specificatiens. 

Where current and petential transfel"'lIIel"'s are used te extend the meter 
ranges I'll'" fer isolatien purpeses, verify that the instrument 
tl"'ansformel"'s are designed fer use with the wattmeter, because both the 
phase angle displacement and ratie are illlpertant te obtain the 
required accuracy. 

Cal"'e !!lust be taken when cennecting wattmeters to account for leading 
effects of the wattDleter en the indicated readings. In general, when 
I, ~ing an electl"'edynamoll1eter type meter. the petential coil is 
connected to the source side, as shewn in Figure 1-1. because the 
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potential coil losses are significantly higher the current coil 
losses. In this case, the meter reads the sum of the current coil 
power plus the load power. If greater accuracy is required, subtract 
t~e power consumed by the current coil from the meter reading. 

When using an electronic type wattmeter, t~le current coil is 
to the source side, as shown in Figure 1_1, becal.'se the current 
losses are generally higher th~n tr.e potential coil losses. 
electronic type watt'lleters ,-,om,,"''lsate for this burden and need 
considered unless the hi,,01est de~ree of SCC'JraCf is require1. 

6.1 AC, SINGLE-PHASE REAL POWER 

Figure 1-1 (A ana B) shows t:'1e ~onnection fo~ power measurement for a 
single_phase load. The current transformer shown in Figure 1_lB is 
used to increase the current capability of the w~ttmeter. In this 
case, the wattmeter reading '!lUst be '1lLJltiplied by the transfor'ller 
ratio used. Observe polarity! 

6.2 THREE_PHASE REAL POWER 

With a wye_connected load, either bala'lced or unbalanced, it is always 
possible to measure the total power to the load by using a wattmeter 
in each phase and adding the readings algebraically. This is true 
whether there is a return conductor (neutral) or not. A multi phase 
..-:.ttmeter may also be used, as shown in Figure 1-2. 

·~',:~~,~r three separ"te wattmeters or a multiphase wattmeter is used, 
'. is important to observe that the proper polarity of the 
~:.tmeter(s) connections is correct. In most cases, the readings 

Should be po:oitive, but with an unbalanced load, power may be "pumped 
back" in one or two phases, particularly when there ill a mutual 
inductance between phases. 

Use three single_phase wattmeters results 
algebraically. For 3-phase, 4-wire wattmeter connection, use the 
diagram Shown in Figure 1-2. 

6.3 CHARACTERISTICS OF WATTHETER 

Function: Electrodynamometer type wattmeter or digital wattmeter. 

Meter I\.ccuracy: :!: 0.51; over the freqLJency range of 40 Hz to 500 Hz. 

Voltage Crest Factor: 

Current Crest Factor: 3: 1 

~D~DD~D 
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Figure '.1. Power Measure1lent for. Single-Phase Load 
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Figure 1-2. Three_Phase, 4_Wire Wattmeter Connection Dia!!;ram 

6.4 SUGGESTED WATTMETERS 

RFL Hodel <S3!i (three phase, three '.;i,..e) 
b. Yokogawa Type 2505 (t;,ree phase) 

Weston Model 432 (si'lg:e phase) 
d. Yokogawa 'type 2504 (si'l:;>;1e phase) 

RFL Hodel 620 (single phase) 
f. RFL Hodel 636 (sing:e phase) 

~agtrol Model (single phase) 

APPARENT POWER 

The apparent power is tne product of the true rms voltage and the true 
rms current measured as describe1 under subheads 1 and 2. 

Since the real power is a scalar quantity and is algellraically summed, 
the apparent power is a vector quantity an~ must be vectorially summed 
to obtain the t:ltal apparent power. 

In non_linear loads, the relationship bet'.;een real power and apparent 
power is more complex than that for sinusoidal voltage and current 
waveforms due to the .. resence of harmonic (distorted) power. Because 
it is difficult to :Jotain di5placem~n't and dlstor~ion phase angles, 
the total apparent pO\~~:- shall be determined by arithmetic summation 
of the individual a,,'::'''ent powers. It is recognized that this is not 
absolutely correct. :iJWever. within the desired limits, the total 
3_phase power ::>btain'-~ in thi~ manner is acceptable. 

This method shall be used when obtaining the total power of several 
single_phase 10a(\s that are connected to a single_phase source or of 
several single_phase loads connected to a 3_phase source. 
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MEASUREMENT OF HARMONICS 

~eaSClrements ~f harT.on~~ ~llrrer.~5 anj vo:~aBe5 
t~tal harmonic dis':~r':'-on, OIhi~'! is 1.I~;>d as a 
describe the effect of ~he no~._llnear loads ~n 

51's';:em. Measl.lremen'.:s ~f the indi·Jidual har,,-onics are 
in selecting suppression ~e~.":1i~ues becal.l~:e the 
generat~d frequently 1iffer ~on3iderably fro"
simplified theory. 

Page 1_12 

Harmonic dis~ortion produced by :3 given source is directly related t:> 
the imp~dance of the mains, .. hie'! in turn depends on the cumplexity of 
the mains net .. ork. "!oreover, the m~ins impedance ts generally 
frequency dependent in all but the slm~!e:;t network, so that a 
;o;nowledge of this dependence is essential for assesslng the effects ?f 
har'llonic distortion in a real system. 

For the purpose of r.:.tiona:ization of maximum permitted harmonic 
content, this st.andard ~as a3sumed a typical main impedance as 
follo.,s: Provisionally, ~or the purposes of calclllating the voltage 
distortion factor, the source im~edance .. ill be aSSllroed to be 
r-,;Sistance and pure inductance in series. Values for the fundamental 
frequency impedances given bel:>., apply ~o utility distribution 
net .. orks. Clistributlon networ:<s sourced fr..,m moto~_generators or 
ot:'1.el· auxiliary power sources olay exhibit impedances highe~ than t.he 
fcllo.,tng: 

For loads up to 1,4 K'H ,er phase, IJse 2:1 " (0.40 + jwO.79E-3l 

For loads up to 11 kVA per phase, use 2:1 = (0.20 + j .. O.31E-3l 

For loads greater than II kVA per phase, use 2:1 = (0.10 
j .. O .16E-3l 

In mod~rn networks, however, the impedance will be lower than these. 
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A primary considerati,.,n in :neasuring harmonics is the provision of 
suitable wide band sensors an1 instruments. Frequencies up to 6 kPz 
are usually of interest, and in some cases, even higher harmonics may 
be of some concern. The bandwidth of interest ~n a given case depends 
upon the susoeptibility of apparatus in the specific distribution 
system. Generally, the commonly available line frequ~ncy sensors and 
instruments, such as those used for 'lystem operation, are not suitable· 
broad band. 

Tv 1\easure the f'.mdamental and each o~ the h<lr-"lonics, a spectrum 
analyzer, such as the Hewl~tt_Packard Model 35')21\, can be used. The 
tetal harmonic distortion can then be calculated. To USe the spectrum 
analyzer, system voltages and currents must be divided or transformed 
to be compatible with the instrument. Wide band current transformers, 
suoh as the Pearson Model 301X, and voltage dividers, such as the ITT 
Jennings Model JP_200, may be used for this purpose. Normally, 
harmonic distortion is measured on either voltage or current. 

No special voltage 'Jr current couplers are required for harmonic 
distortion measurements. Good practice would include the use of 
either coaxial cable or shielded twisted_pair- conductors between 
voltage and current sensors and instruments. Current transformers 
will require ~uitable nor:_induotive resistor burdens a, recommended by 
the transformer manufacturer. (rhis subject will be addressed in 
further detail later.) 

10 MEASUREMENT Of INRUSH CURRENT AND START_UP CURRENTS 

The si~nificance of specifying inrush and start_up currents is to 
coordinate overload characteristics of protective d~vices (circuit 
breakers, fuses, etc.) and of back_up power so ... rces, such as 
uninterruptable power souroes (liPS), motor_generator (MGl sets, 
ferro_resonant transformers, et~., with the turn-on transient 
characteristics of the load to prevent tripping or excessive voltage 
depression. 

Turn_on currents may take on various waveforms and duration. depending 
on the type of load. Figure 1-3 shows a ty"ical waveform that could 
be encountere,j with electronic loads (with or without front end power 
line frequency tra.lsformers), lighting loads, and some $mall motor 
loads. This waveform is oharacterized by the initial inru$h current 
followed by an exponential decay until steady $tate condition$ are 
reached. The duration of the decay iliaI' vary between 50 milliseconds 
to several hundred milliseconds. 

Figure 1_4 shows a typical waveform of loads u$ing a soft start or 
step start circuit such as those used in some power supplies or where 
loads may be sequenced on for the purpose of limiti"!g ~he 1n1t1al 
turn-on current. 
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The waveform shown in Figure 1-5 is characterized by two or more major 
peaks, ea~h followed by an exponential decay of varying duration. 

Juration until steady state is reached may vary from a rew hundred 
mi:lisecor'ds for a load with step_start to several seconds for 
sequenced loads. 

For some types of step_start Circuits, the recovery time of current 
limiting devices is tirr,e/temperature dependent. In these cases, under 
rapid on/off cycling or re~tart~ clue to short p010ler ou'"ale3, 
abnorOlally h:gh inrush currents l1ay occur. The design engi::e~" 'T\ust 
be cognizant of this and desi,.;n the "ircuit to prevent da"''lg~ to 
ci.rcuit components, such as .. e!.ded contacts or power switcho'!s, c"rcuit 
breakers, semiconductors, etc. These restart inrushes sh;;;uld b~ 
measured, recorded, and specified in the product engileerlng 
specifications. 

Figure 1_4 shows a typical waveform usually encQu;-)tered 'lith disk ',r 
tape drives and large motors, This waveform is characteri:z:ed by t]-", 
initi~l ir ush current, followed by a relatively constant a . ..-,plitude, 
followed by an exponentially decaying period until steady state 
condition is reached. 

r ... some loads, the duration of the relatively constant amplitude 
portion and the decaying portion may be approximately the sam". The 
duration for the total turn_on tranSient will usually be several 
seconds and typically 10-15 seconds, 

In measuring inrush and start_up currents, good engineertng yractice 
dictates that certain basic requirements be met for results to be 
valid and meaningful. These are stated in the fallowing: 

a. Turn_on currents Shall be photographed and included in the 
engineering notebOOK as part of the permanent record. ihe purpose is 
to show the typical waveform of the start-up current. 

b. Record suffiCient points and durations to be able to des';.ribe in 
wordS the waveform (magnitudes and duration) envelope. 

c. Currents are to be measur~d u.5ing a current transformer 10Iith a 
peak currerlt rating above the expected peak current value. This is to 
assure that the output current of the current transformer secondary is 
not limited by any saturation effect:! of the transformer. 
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Figure 1-3. Typical Waveform That Hay Be Encountered With Electror.ic 
Loads 

INITIAL --l SECONJ ~
START-UP START-UP 

INRUSH I INRUSH 

Figure 1_140 Typical Waveform of Loads. Using a Soft Start or Step 
Start Circuit 

mDmDomo 
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MEASURE PEAK 
/' LLATIVELY CONSTANT 

~
" .... EXPONENTIAL DECAY ---- ---........... / 

#M---~Nvw--
~ ~STEADY_STATE 

START-UP 

INRUSH 

Figure 1-5. Typical Waveforlll of Loads Usually Encountered With AC 
Motors 

For multi_phase loads, the turn_on current in all lines, 
elcluding neutrals, shall be measured and recorded. The 
maxi!!lulII obser\"ed current in each phase shall be recorded. 

The line impedance must be kept at a minimulII to assure test 
conditions provide the maximum current. To meet this 
requirement, the source capacity shall be at least six tillies 
the load rating. It 1s recommended that the unit under test 
be connected a=s near to the lab power source as pOSSIble USing 
the lab distribution bu=s system. 00 not use conventional wall 
outlets or bench outlet=s, ;,=s these add =significant impedances. 

f. Mo variable auto transformer shall be u=sed for the purpose of 
setting the line voltage. 

g. The ampacity of the wire used 1n test c1.rcuits shall be 
eonslstent with the level of current being drawnj lead lengths 
shall be minimized and good quality conneotions should be 
assured. 

h. Measurements are to be taken with the temperature of the unit 
stabilized at the testing ambient. 
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10.1 INRUSH CURRENT MEASUREMENT 

The inrush is measured and recorded a3 a peak current. Typically, the 
maxi'llum inrush will occur during the fir3t half cycle after the 
application of power; but can also occur during the second half cycle. 
In either case, the dur~tion of the inrush i3 spl;cified in half cycl~ 
terms. In cases where the first and second h'!l.lf cycle have equal 
magnitude of inrush current, it shall be 30 ~t<lted in the product 
specification. 

The inrush cClrrent is a function of where on the 'Ioltage wavefar'TI the 
power is applied, the prior history of th\! 'TIagnetic material., ,Hlj the 
temperature of the unit. Where all/off cycling is accoTllpli3hed USing 
SCRs, and where the turn-an points on the sine wave can be 
preselected, it is sufficient to cycle only six times in 30-degree 
intervals, starting at 0 degrees. However, always be sure that the 
turn_on is accomplished when the input voltage waveform is going the 
same direction as when the unit ,HIS turned off. This assures that the 
transformer core magnetic flux is set on the portion of the hY3tere3is 
loop that w111 result in miminu'll flux change and therefore the largest 
inrush current. When on_off eycling i3 accomplished by means ather 
than SCRs, the ac input line should be cycled a minlllum of 35 ~imes to 
ensure obtaining the maximum inrush current. 

Before each test. assure that the equipment electr~cal circuits 
contain no stored electrostatic or electromagnetic energy. Power 
oycling must be accomplished by a m' thad that will insure random 
turn_on points. Such methods a3 the manual operation of a power 
swi tch or the use of a dc contactor/relay are acceptable. Do not use 
an ao contactorlrelay becaLise the ac call provides timing factors 
related to the cycling of the po."er 11ne, thus negating the random 
effect. 

Inrush currents oan be expected to be greatest at high input line 
condi tion, low temperature, and when the source impedance is low. 
Secause these test conditions are not always fully realized, it i3 
nece:5sary to modify the actual reoorded readings with Multiplier:5. 

The value of the inrush peak current to be specified 1n the product 
specification shall be determined using the following expression: 

VmaJ. VTest PK x I 
IinrUSh=Tl:1~X~ 

Iinrush = 1.414 x Tl x ~ x I Meas 
,k 

highest input rms voltage specified in the product 
specification (th.at is, 128 V) 
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SCOPE CONNfCTIQNS 

CHANNEL ~A- TO HIGH SIDE (SHIELD TO GNOl 
CHANNEL 1l~ TO LOW SIDE (SHIELD TO GNOl 
CHANNEL 't~ TO CURRENT TRANSFORMER 
";..-- '8· >Ypk 

·C-. ImltCsurld pk 

UNIT UNDER 

rf7 :r:1~~~:~':~SJFH:YT~MES SHIELDS 

UNIT UNDER TEST RATING 

A. Equipment Connections 

VTMJ. .MAX UNE VOLTAGE OF UNIT 

V'lSlsit?E~~E~M!~~"SiJ:~RI 

B. Displayed Waveforms 

Figure 1_6. Inrush Current Measurement 
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to V'lR~tu~i~he rms voltage of the source just priC'r to applying power 

VTest PK = the peak voltage of VTest ( 1.11111 l[ VTest ) 

actual measured peak current 

T1 = 1.02 when test:s are conducted in aillbients JO"c to ~ooc 

~ ~:n :~:~ ~::H :~: ~~~~~H:~ i~ ::H:~H H~g H ~g~g 
To accurately Illeasure Vpk at the point Where the inrush current is 
maximU1ll, the oiScilloscope mUiSt be connected to the input of ~he 
product (see Figure 1_6). The oscilloscope IllUSt be used 1" the 
d1fferent1al input mode so that the high side of the ac line 15 
connected to one input of the scope and the low side (neutral) is 
connected to the other 1nput of the scope. Th1s connection will then 
assure that the actual line Voltage at the input is accurately 
Illeasured. It is not adequate, or safe, to only measure the high Side 
with the scope. since there is additional voltage drop in the neutral 
lead of the power source that must be considered. 

CAUTION 

Do not "float" or isolate the scope to 
provide this measurement. 

10.2 START_UP CURREIfT MEASUREMENT 

Start_up currents are measured using an oscilloscope. The preferred 
method is to use a storage scope from which readings of amplitudes and 
durations can be obtained and recorded. 

The test 1s an extension of the inrush current measurement using the 
same guidelir.es presented in subhead 10. However, it is not necessary 
to cycle the load as in the case when measuring the inrush. 

10.3 RECORDING OF DATA 

For waveforms sill11ar to Figure 1-3. measure the initial inrush peak 
current as described 1n subh.ead 10.1 and the duration. in cycles. 
llleaSured from th'! initial rise of the current to steady state 
condition. 

For waveforlll!! similar to Figure l-IJ, measure the duration. in cycles. 
froll the initial rise of current to the occurrence of the seoond 

~DmDD~D 
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maximum peak dllr~tion, in cycles, from the second peak to 
steady state conditions. 

For- waveforms similar- to Figur-e 1-5, measur-e the duration from the 
initial r-ise of ClJrr-ent to the approximate point where the exponential 
decay begins and the duration of the exponentLal decaying portion to 
steady state condition. For the relatively constant pea;.: amplitude 
portion following the initial inrush, measure tf-Je peak current at 
approximately the 50% duration point and the peak current just 
to the decay indicating the t:'me, in seconds, of the OCcurrenCe. 

PHASE ROTATION 

Ph6Se rotation is the order in which the voltages or currents of a 
"olyphase circuit successively reach their positive maXlmum v:;llues. 
Fhase rotation may !>e measured I.'ith phase rotation meters, detectors, 
or by means of an oscilloscope. 

Phase rotation measur-ements are only required on polyphase equipment 
sensitive to phase r-otation. The rotation is specified as AS:: 
(pcsitive) or CBA (negative). 

11.1 SUGGESTED PHASE ROTATION DETECTOR 

a. Associated Research MOdel 46 Phase Sequence Indicator 

b. A.W. Sperry Instrull'lent Inc. Model PSI_8031 

11.2 SUGGESTED OSCILLOSCOPE 

Tektronix Model 7803 or equivalent 

Four- Tektronic P6009 100X Probes may be needed for line to line 
r-eadin!l:s. 

11 .3 TEST METHOD 

Connect the phase sequence indicator to the appropriately 
labeled phase. The indicator will display phase sequt'nce ABC 
or CBA. 

The method can be used for either voltages measured line to neutral, 
or for line t;O line voltages. ihis data shoul.d be recorded. Phase 
rotation tests USing the oscilloscope are as follOws: 

For line to line volt.ages, the oscillo.5cope shOUld be used 
differentially across the line to line voltages. 
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Set the oscilloscope to display in the "chop" mode. The 
"alternate" mode doe' not guarantee correct phase 
relationships between different signals. 

Observe the first waveform on the osc1l10scope (Phase A or 
line L1). 

If maximum value of the waveform is delayed in tiroe from the maximum 
value of the first waveform, then phase A leads phase B. 

Observe the second w3veform 011 the oscilloscope (Phase 3 or 
line [..2). 

Measure the time dtffereL,ce I)etween the positive going 
crossing of ear.h waveform. 
Record the period of the waveforms. Phase Angle i.!!: 

rhase Angle = Time Difference x 360 (deg) 
--rerr~ 

If phase A leadS phase B and the phase angle between them is 120 
deg;-ees, then the phase rotation is ABC. If phase A leads phase Band 
the phase angle between them is 240 degrees, then the phase rotation 
h CBA. 

ObserVe the thil'd wavefOl'1I! on the oscilloscope (Phase C 01' 
line L3). 

If the maximum value of the wavefol'lI! is delayed in time fl'olll the 
maximum value of the first waveform, then phase A leads phase C. 

If phase A lead:s phne C, and the pha:se angle between them 1s 120 
degl'ees, then the phase I'otation i:s CBA. If phase A lead:s phase C and 
the phase angle between them 1s 21!0 degrees, then the phase I'otation 
is ABC. 

The phase I'otation may be I'ecol'ded a.!! pOSitive 01' negative. By 
convention, positive I';)tation 1s the same as phase I'otation ABC. 
Negative I'otation is the same as phase rotltion CBA. 

12 DC CURRENT COMPONENT 

Generally. equipment connected t;) ac power soul'ces is not permitted to 
oontain dc CUl'rent components. 

OC COmponents ari:se whenevel' waveforms a!"'e aSYllletricll (where the 
average value is non_zero). In most cases, asymetrical ac current 
wavefol'Jas viII contain both odd and even harillonic components, but lIIay 
also oontain only even harmonio components. Power oonversion devices 
and teohniques USing asymmetric II l'ecUtlel's or switchinS circuits 
contain dc component.!! in their supply curl"'ents and st.ould "ot be used. 
In some spec1fio casos when it is neces311"'Y to have equipment that 
produces a do oomponent, the equipment 3hlll be limited t'l I I"'atins of 
100 Witts or less. 
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Note 

is not required 
current waveform is 
symmetrical wave forms 
components. 

The dc component may be measl.wed by a current nulling 
either an oscilloscope, or with a true rms m.'ter. 
accuracy of this 'lIethod is wi';:'lin 10 percent. Particular 
must be paid tv accurately determi.:'!e the balancing current 
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on either the oscillosc,ope or on the meter. Refer to Figure 
suggested test circuit. DC components under 10 milliamperes 
reliably measured. 

SUGGESTED TRUE RHS METER 

a. Hewlett_Packard 3403C 
b. Fluke S010A. 8012A, 80]OA or 8860A 

12.2 SUGGESTED OSCILLOSCOPE 

Tektronix Hodel 7803 

12.3 SUGGESTED DC CURRENT PROBE 

Tektronix A6302 or A6303 Current Probe 
Tektronix AH503 Current PrObe Amplifier 

The A6302 will handle up to 20 A (peak Ole 

plus de). The Tektronix A6303 Current 
PrObe will handle currents up to leO A 
(peak ac plus de). 

12.4 SUGGESTED POWER SUPPLY 

Hewlett_PaCkard 6110A, 6112A, 6113A, 6116A PreCision Power 
Supply 

12.5 TEST HETHOD 

Measure 
prote. 

observe the current waveform with the current 
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Insure that probe has bee~ carefully de ~alanced. 

Apply a 000'''''-''''",'', 
through 
current 

current bYll ... ans of a l:lopof Iollre 
Ja"" (usi'lg t'l.,. po"er sup,,:y as the 

reaches a 
"aveform is 

dc component lS larger than can 
supply, it may be necessary 'co add more 
probe Ja" to ,lllnimize the reading. 
current 15 the value of ~he cur-e'l t fro'll 
number of turns. 

The oscilloscope may be used ~o lndicate the bala'1ce 
component and the externally applled de current. .\S the exter'lally 
applied de current 1S increased, one of the "aveforll peaks (;lOsit.'/e 
or negative) w~ll decrease. ·,M,s will continue l'ntil the de component 
is bal_nced by the exter'lally applied de current. Then the peak of 
the waveform will start to increase. At the min1mLlm point, the dc 
component is balanced by the external de current. Measure thl!l 
current. The dc component 1S the value of the current from the po,",er 
supply (times the number of turns if necessary). 

13 RIDE_THROUGH TIME MEASUREMENT 

Ride-throu!1;h time is the maximum ,'uration of a so~cified magnitude of 
;;, llne voltage sag duri:1g " .. hi.n ttle equipmen: will not initiate 
power_down sequence routine. ,'ecause the ride_through time is a 
function of the magnitude and duration of line voltage !lags, it is a 
variable quantity and may be represented graphically. A ride_through 
curve may be generated by 1!easurements or calculations taking lnto 
account worse case conditions of loading, storage cO'llponent 
tolerances, operating f .. eqllency, operatIng temperature, and with the 
lioe voltage to the equipment at the nominal value just prior to the 
voltage sag at the nominal rated value. 

Ride_through time is a function of many paranleters, including the 
following: 

Peak and lor rms line vcltage 
b. Desig!: of the ac line detection circuitry 
c. E,lergy storage devices u!led in the product or system 
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d. Desi~n of the power conversion 
iSystem 

e. Loading of the system 
f. Operating t.em;lerature of product or system 

product or 

Each of these parameters will influence the results of weasurement.s of 
ride_through time, so care must be taken to ensure that testing is 
p<!!rformed under conditions that are accurdtely set to meet the product 
or system specification. In particular, care Should be taken in 
setting the peak line voltage, the operating temperature, and the 
total system. 

13.1 TEST CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

Refer to Figure 1-' 

Tr! equipment/eire .1.try used to perform this test is as follows: 

CirCUit/device for rellloving Be power for the unit under test 
(UUT). This device can be a triac, back_to_back SCRs, solid 
.. tate relay, or a mechanical switch. 

Depending upon the device used, the ride_through time measured 
may have to be modified mathematically to correct for the 
point in the ac cycle where power is actually removed from the 
input. 

If II meChanical switch is used, the test at each required data 
point shOuld be run 35 times :;'0 find the shortest time. This 
il!l because the opening of the meChanical switch is random and 
a "worst case" value is deSired in the data gathering. Do not 
use an ac contract/relay because the ac coil provides timing 
factors related to the cycling of the power line, thus 
negating the random effect. 

The del!lign of the circuitry for use with this device is lef~ 
up to the user. 

Peak reading voltmeter for measurl.ng the peak of the ac line. 

This device is important for accurate data, and should yield a 
measurement accuracy within 5S. If a device with less 
accuracy is used, the error in the data could be very high. 

If a peak reading voltmeter ot the required accuracy is not 
available, use an rIDs reading Ole meter and observe the volt"ge 
waveforlll on an oscilloscope; if no clipping at the input 
waveform is evident by observation, use the setting as found 
on the rms reading meter. 
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Figure 13. Sample Te'lt Setup for Ride-Throllgh Time 
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Variable autotranll"~Ormer 

This device i, needed to adjust the input voltage for the 
required test points. 

This device should provide a sufficiently "stiff" source that 
it does not cause clipping of the ac input waveform. A.s a 
good rule of thumb, size this device to be at least 5 times 
the rated current for the UUT. 

Storage oscilloscope 

The oscilloscope s;'<ll.ld be a four_channel storage device to 
allow obsoi!rvation of the ac line 1n a "differential" mode, and 
the signal that initiates the power_down sequence of the 
system. The oscilloscope does not need a wide bandwidth since 
times in the order of milliseconds will be monitored. 

13.2 TEST PROCEDURE 

The procedure for measuring ride_through tiale is as follOWS: 

Have the unit under test (UUTl operating at an ambient 
temperature that represents worst case. 

2. Adjust the peak input line voltage to the required value for 
the data point being taken. Use peak voltage, not rms 
voltage. In the event that only rms voltages are specified in 
the product or aystem speClifiClation, use 1.414 X V rillS for 
peak voltage valu'!s. 

3. EnsurE! that the load on the power Clonversion section is the 
highest load expected for the system. 

4. Monitor the ac line and the Signal that initiates 
power_down sequence of the system with the oscilliscope. 

'5. Interrupt the ac line While observing the ac line on the 
oscilloscope. 

6. Measure the time on the oscillo:scope as the time from the lo:ss 
of ac to the point where the pcwer_down initiation signal 
changes state. 

Note 

If a mechanical switch is u:sed, repeat 
the te:st 35 times. Record the shortest 
time observed. If a triac or similiar 
device is used, the test need only tc be 
made onoe. 
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7. Muliply fOllnd in step 6 by 0.65 to correct for 
tolerance variations on inpllt st.orage capacitors. 

Note 

The factor ~.65 is based 
assumption that the "typical" 
is 1.2 times rated capacitance 
lowest t-:llerance is 0.8 times 
c-apacitance. I:' it is known that 
capacitors in the lJrJT are dLffere~t 
the assumptlon, use actual ,-atios. 

8. If a mec-hanical sWitch is used, subtracl 5.0 ",illiseconds from 
the value fOllnc! in ste;J 7. 

If a trisc or similar device is use1, subtract 10.0 
milliseconds from the value found in 3tep 7. 

9. The final value f"und in step 8 represents the minimum 
ride_through time anc' is the value that is to be u::led in 
product. engineering specifications. 

13.3 TEST CONDITIONS_VOLTAGE 

Since it is de3ired to generate a Cllrve of .-ide_throllgh time versus ac line 
be performed at a sufficient number of line voltage settings to 
generate a cu.-ve. As a minimum, the follOwing should be used: 

Lowest value of recommended operating .-ange per subhead 4.1. 

Nominal line voltage _ if 100 _ 120 'lac and 200 _ 240 'lac are 
specified nominal ranges, use 100 and 200, .-espect.ively, for 
this data point. 

Lowest value of design range per subhead 11.1. 

d. Highest value of recommended o;>e.-ating range pe.- subhead 4.1. 

The .-ide_th.-ough time test procedu.-e 
generates a cu.-ve [0'- only a 100~ sag 
and, as such, .-ep.-eserlts the shortest 
.-ide_th.-ough time. When equipment is 
1dentified to allow testing at sags o[ 
less than 1001, this procedul"e will be 
revised. 
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HOLD_UP TIME MEASUREMENT 

Hold_up time is that duration of time measured from the i'1~tant of 
pOlOer outage occuring at the point on the input aC 'Ioltage .. ave form 
IOhere the stored energy ~n the storage element i~ ~t its 10lOest value 
to that time IOhen the outp'~~ voltage has je~aye.j t:> its 10lOer 
specified regulation limit. 

Hold_u~ time, 
removing the 
between t:"lis 
pOlOer supply 

111.1 TEST CIRCUIT OESCRIPTICN 

Refer to Figure 1-9. 

The equipment/circuitr, used to perform this test is as fo11olOs: 

Circuit/device for re!'loving ac po'.;er from the UUT. 

This device can be a triac, back_to_bao;': SeRs, 301id 
relay. or a mechanical slolltch. 

Depending upon the device used. the hold_up time measured may 
have to be modified 'llathematically to correct fa .. the point in 
the ac cycle IOhe .. e polole .. 1s actually removed from the input. 

If a mechanical" slOitch is used, the tests at each .. equi .. ed 
data point sho'-'ld be .. un 35 times to find the shortest time. 
This is because the opening of the mechanical slolit<'h is .. andom 
and a "IoIO"St case" value is desired in the data gathe .. !ng. Do 
not use an ac ~ontractor/relay because the ac cotl provi::ies 
timing factors related to the cycling of the power line, thus 
negating their random effect. 

The design of the circuitry for use loIith thUI device 1s left 
up to the user. 

Comparator circuits, with a reference, for each output. 

This comparator 1:1 used to indicate that a given output has 
passed througtl its lower regulation th .. eshold. One comparator 
is required for: each output of the UUT power supply; the 
outputs of the cornparators Should be ORed to yield a compOSite 
signal that changes state when any output drops out of 
regulation. 

The design of this circuitry is left up to the user:. 
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Peak reading voltmeter for measuring the peax of the Ole line. 

Th13 device 1, import.ant for accurate data and should yield a 
measurement accuracy within 51. If a device with less 
accuracy is used, the error in the data could be very high. 

If a peak reading voltmeter of the required accuracy is not 
available, use a rms reading Ole meter and observe the vol tag .. 
waveform on an oscilloscope. If no clipping ot ':;he input 
waveform is evident by observation, use the setting as found 
on the rms reading meter. 

Variable autotransfcrl'1er. 

This deVice should provide a sufficiently "stiff" source that 
it does not cause clipping of t~e ac input waveform. As a 
good rule of thumb, size thlS deVice to be at least 6 times 
the rated current for the [JUT. 

Stora!!;e oscillo::lcope. 

The oscilloscope should ')e a four_channel storage device to 
allow observation of the ac line in a "differential" mode, and 
the output of the comparatcr. The cscilloscope does not ~_eed 

a wide bandwidth since times in the order of milliseconds will 
be monitored. 

1lt.2 TEST PROCEDURE 

The procedure mea3uring hold_up time is as follolols: 

1. Adjust the input voltage to the peak value fvr the data point 
being taken; peak values Should be 1.414 x: V rms for the dat .. 
point being taken. 

2. Interrupt the ac line while observing the ac 1 ine on the 
oscilloscope. 

3. From the oscilloscope trace, measure the time from the point 
of loss of ac to the point of change of state of the 
comparator output. 
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Note 

If a mechanical switch i3 used, repeat 
the test 35 eimes and record the shortest 
time observed. 

If a triac or similar device is used, 
this test need only be made once, 
subtract 5.0 milliseconds from the time 
found in step 3. This will yield the 
shortest time that could occur • 
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.Ii. Multiply the value found in step 3 by 0.65 to correct for 
toleranee variations on input storage c;apacitors: 

Note 

The factor 0.65 is based upon the 
assumption that the "typical" capacitor 
is 1.2 times rated capacitance and the 
lowest tolerance is 0.8 times rated 
capacitance. If it is known that the 
capacitors in the UUT are different from 
the assumption, use aotual ratios. 

111.3 TEST COIfDITIOIfS_VOLTAGE 

Values of hold_up tillle .should be determined using the test procedure 
for three values of line voltage, a.s follows: 

1. Lowest value of recommended operating range per subhead .Ii .1. 

Nominal line voltage if 100 _ 120 Vac and 220 -2110 Vac are 
specified nominal ranges, use 100 and 220, resp':lctively, for 
this data point. 

3. Lowest value of design range per subhead 11.1. 
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